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HISTORICAL REGRESSION OF THE COASTLINE
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ORGANIGRAM PROJECT VLAAMSE BAAIEN
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• Implementation of the Masterplan Coast Safety
approved by the Flemish Authority on June, 11, 2011 
• Developing a Masterplan 2050 for the Flemish
Coastal Zone regarding five basic concepts : safety, 
naturalness, attractiveness, sustainability and 
development.
• Creation of a consortium of Belgian industry, 
engineering consultants, specialist institutes, 
universities and governemental agencies to start an
innovative, long-term research programme to develop
new concepts for the layout and sustainable
exploitation of coastal and river zones.
VLAAMSE BAAIEN CHALLENGES
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• Implementation of the Masterplan Coastal
Safety
• Budget: 300 miljoen euro










Protection against storm with Pr = 1000 y
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of the banks = 50 
























• New urban lay-out
Onshore Protection - WIDE BEACHES
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Strand van Blankenberge
Dinsdag 2 augustus 2011 15:51:06 hr
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• Concept “Developing Seaports”
• Safety in ports
• Optimizing current flows









CHALLENGE : SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
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PORT OF ZEEBRUGGE & ESTUARINE SHIPPING 
• Zeebrugge II :
– Extension of the port till the Scheurpas
• Fase A by 2020 
• Answer of Flanders Port Area to Maasvlakte 2 and Zeeland 
Seaports and the opening of the Seine-Schelde-junction
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Ostend as greenport: offshore serviceport 
and center for sustainable energy
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• Protection of harbour entrance
• Development of new coastal zone
PLEASURE PORT of BLANKENBERGE
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EURO – PLEASURE PORT of NIEUWPOORT
• Safety :
– Construction of a storm 
surge barrier
• Development :
– Relocation of existing
industry
– Offshore pleasure port
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“Estuarine Shipping




Hs ↓ 45%    - Tp ↓ 30%
PORT of ZEEBRUGGE – ESTUARINE SHIPPING 
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ESTUARINE SHIPPING
ACCESS to ANTWERPEN and the European Inland
Waterways






• Green Energy Support : Socket at Sea
• Maritime Safety Support 











– Station for offshore services, 
towing, …
– Socket at sea
– Port of refuge




SOCKET AT SEA & MARITIME SAFETY
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Naar een Veilige, Natuurlijke, Aantrekkelijke, Duurzame en Ontwikkelende Kust
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